
HTAD COURSE #5, October 2021, Smithfield, VA 

Stock set out indicated on diagram. Handler's post is located 120' from stock set out 
area. The corner chute with foot bath is 30' long and 4' wide. The bridge is 4 feet wide 
and 12 feet long. Wings added for a 12' funnel to entrance. The free-standing pen is 20' 
from the south fence and 30' from the west fence. 

1. Gather: Dog gathers stock. Stock is brought to cone and turned clockwise 
between handlers post and cone. Gather ends when stock has passed the cone For 
HTAD Ill, the dog and handler both are at the post. For HTAD II, the dog is set at the 
post, and the handler may go halfway to the stock. For HTAD I, the dog may be taken to 
a point halfway between the designated handler's post and the stock, and the handler 
may go to within 15 ft. of the stock. 
2. Drive: Stock is taken east along the north fence toward corner chute. HTAD Ill 
handlers remain at the handlers post. HTAD II handlers may move up halfway to chute. 
HTAD I handlers may move to opening of the chute. Scoring ends when stock reach a 
point 10 feet from the chute. 
3. Obstacle 1 (Chute}: Stock is brought to and through the chute and footbath. 
Scoring ends when stock has exited the chute. 
4. Obstacle 2 (Bridge): Upon exiting the chute, the stock is taken across the bridge. 
HTAD I handlers may move up to the bridge entrance. HTAD II handlers may move up 
one half of the distance to the bridge. HTAD Ill handlers remain at the handlers post. 
Once stock has crossed the bridge, all handlers are free to move. Scoring ends when 
stock are across the bridge. 
5. Obstacle 3 (Pen}: The stock are penned in the free-standing pen. Scoring for the 
pen ends when the pen gate is closed. 
6. Hold: Stock are taken to the hold area, settled and briefly held in place. The 
judge signals the end of the hold. HTAD I & II handlers then take the stock to repen. 
Level Ill handlers proceed with the sort. 
7. Sort: HTAD Ill only. Ribbon removal from animal 
8. Stock are taken to the repen, held a short distance off the gate while it is 
opened, and then repened. Run ends when gate is closed. 
Tie Breakers: Gather, then Drive, then time 
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1. Gather: Gather sheep from set out and move counter-

clockwise between cone and handlers post 

2. Drive: Fetch/drive sheep southeast to corner chute 

--- . 

Repen 

7. Sort/Ribbon pull (HTAD Ill only) 

8. Repen 

3. Obstacle 1 (corner chute with foot bath) Tie Break: Gather then Drive then Time 

4 . Obstacle 2 (bridge) 

5 . Obstacle 3 (pen) 

6 . Hold 
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7 . 5 sheep to graze. Co llect 3 sheep from pen a nd move to graze 

8. Gather 8 sheep from graze to handlers post 

9 . Ex it shee p through gate 
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Herding Ranch Dog October 2021, Smithfield, VA 

1. Remove 8 sheep from Take pen, down Alleyway and through gate 1. HTAD Ill handlers 
may not enter the pen when taking the sheep out. HTAD II handlers may enter the pen with 
the dog but should not move the sheep themselves. HTAD I handlers may assist the dog in 
moving the sheep. Dog off-lead in all levels. 
2. Sheep taken through obstacles A, then B, then C and to gate 2. HTAD Ill handlers 
remain at Gate 1 until all obstacles completed. HTAD II handlers may move up to the level of 
obstacle A. HTAD I handlers are free to move anywhere to assist with sheep movement, 
however they are discouraged from walking through the obstacles. 
3. 3 sheep are sorted at gate 2 into Arena 2. HTAD Ill handlers must sort out the 3 
ribboned sheep. HTAD II and HTAD I can sort any 3 sheep. 
4. The 3 sheep are penned in freestanding pen 
5. Remaining 5 sheep are brought through gate 2 into Arena 2 
6. 5 sheep are taken through corner chute/foot bath. HRD Ill handlers remain at gate 2. 
HRD II handlers may move to opening of chute. HRD I handlers may move along outside of 
chute. 
7. 5 sheep to graze. HRD Ill and HRD II handlers remain positioned as in step 6 above until 
5 sheep on graze. Then all may move to pen. Collect 3 sheep from pen and move them to graze 
with the other 5. Judge will call graze. 
8. Gather all sheep from graze to handlers post, turning counter-clockwise around post. 
For HRD Ill, the dog and handler both are at the post. For HRD II, the dog is set at the post, and 
the handler may go halfway to the stock. For HRD I, the dog may be taken to a point halfway 
between the designated handler's post and the stock, and the handler may go to within 15 ft. of 
the stock. 
9. Repen all sheep through gate 2 
Tiebreaking elements: Gather, then Sort, then Time. 
Time: HRD 111-20 minutes. HRD I, HRD 11-15 minutes 




